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INTRODUCTION
On hearing of the sudden death of A. L. S. Corner on September 3rd 2006,
many of his friends and colleagues felt it appropriate that Tony’s contributions to algebra should be acknowledged in a volume which would reflect his
wide mathematical influence. Accordingly, this volume was conceived and its
title “Models, Modules and Abelian Groups” reflects Tony’s range of research
interests. For many Tony’s name is inseparable from “Abelian Groups” but
his contributions were wider: his techniques from set and model theory, his
interests in representation theory and non-commutative group theory and his
enormous influence on the study of endomorphism rings are all part of his
legacy and this is well reflected in the contributions herein.
Some short time prior to his death, the editors persuaded Tony that his
unpublished work on the classification of the finite groups which can occur as
automorphism groups of torsion-free Abelian groups, should be written up
for publication. Tony agreed and his lecture notes on the topic, delivered at
the University of Padua in 1988, were being processed when he died. He did
not see the final version which is produced in this Volume, but we believe it is
a faithful record of Tony’s work on the subject. We are thankful to Federico
Menegazzo for his help in this and particularly for his intriguing Appendix
to Tony’s paper.
The editors would like to record their thanks to the authors who responded so enthusiastically to their requests for contributions and to the
referees who have ensured such high mathematical standards in the accepted
papers. It is also appropriate to thank Robert Plato and Simon Albroscheit
of Walter de Gruyter for their support and help in this undertaking.
Rüdiger Göbel and Brendan Goldsmith,
Editors.
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